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It would seem probable that supernormals go on developing
longer than average people, attaining their higher maximum
at a later age; while subnormals attain their lower maximum
at an earlier age.
As regards sex differences in intelligence, it has been found
that, on the average, males and females are equally intelligent,
but that there is a greater range of variability in the male sex.
More males than females are found to have abnormally high
intelligence quotients; but this is compensated for by the
fact that more abnormally low ones are also found among
males.
So far we have been assuming, as the earlier mental testers
did, that we know what intelligence is. Mental-testing went
on merrily for some time before anyone asked the awkward
question, "What is intelligence?" Most people assumed
the truth of what Spearman calls the monarchic doctrine,
believing in the "sovereign rule of one great power"—in-
telligence—in all mental operations. Certainly the success of
mental tests seemed to bear out the assumption that intel-
ligence is an all-pervading mental power, which might
be defined as 'conscious adaptation to new situations,' or
'inborn all-round mental efficiency.' If this view is correct
we can infer that if a person performs one intellectual task
well he will do others equally well. Some such assumption
must underlie the practice of selecting candidates for the
Higher Civil Service on the grounds of their proficiency in
mathematics, classics, or philosophy. Dr Johnson seems to
have believed in such a doctrine, declaring that Newton could
have written a great epic if he had turned his mind to poetry
rather than mathematics. To a critic who objected that one
man might have better judgment or finer imagination than
another he replied:
** No, sir, it is only that one man has more mind than another.    He

